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James H. Lowry encapsulated his thirty plus years of experience in the field of minority business
development in the book he co-authored in 2011, Minority Business Success: Refocusing on the
American Dream. In his new book, Change Agent: A Life Dedicated to Creating Wealth for
Minorities, Lowry delivers a deeply personal, candid, and often humorous, portrayal of his life
from the South Side of Chicago to Wall Street and trailblazing entrepreneur. Often the first black
in many rooms, at eighty years old, he continues the fight so he will not be the last. More than
just a story of his life, this memoir illustrates the power of iconic mentors and pivotal
opportunities leveraged across the globe, demonstrates how breakthroughs can be achieved
through years of lessons learned, and offers real solutions to the ever widening wealth gap that
plagues minority communities today. Unlike like many who only diagnose the problem, Lowry
delivers a plan to accelerate economic development in the black community. This book is a road
map for the next generation of leaders and will inspire new change agents to take the reins.



Praise for James H. Lowry’s CHANGE AGENT:A Life Dedicated to Creating Wealth for
Minorities“Jim Lowry has lived one of the most interesting lives of any person I know. He’s
traveled the world. He’s consulted with heads of state and heads of the largest companies in the
world. He’s been a pioneer and a catalyst for major changes in massive organizations. He has
been a friend and mentor to me and many others. His story is inspiring. His insights have been
developed through years of illuminating study and work. I’ve known him for 20 years, but what I
knew about him only scratched the surface of the life full of amazing stories contained in this
book. I’m excited for the world to know more about this dynamic man I love and respect.”—John
Legend, Founder FREEAMERICA Singer, songwriter, producer and activist“If there is a book
that should be on your 2020 reading list, it must be Change Agent: A Life Dedicated to Creating
Wealth for Minorities, written by one of the most profound and knowledgeable black business
experts and advisors on black wealth that I know, James Lowry. I am proud to say that long
before he wrote this information-filled and intellectually-grounded book, James has been a friend
and advisor to me throughout my business career. I credit him with a lot that my companies, over
the years, have accomplished and I invite anyone—whether you are an entrepreneur, CEO or
just a person seeking smart business ideas, to read Change Agent.”—Bob Johnson, Founder of
Black Entertainment TV (BET) and The RLJ Companies“A must read for African American
success in the 21st century and beyond. With an analytical, historical lens and his years of
training as a management consultant, James Lowry adeptly outlines what is needed and what
has not worked and why. As the late Ossie Davis said, “It is the plan, not the man.” Strategically
coming together as a community with a business mindset is what will take the African American
community forward.”—Julieanna L. Richardson, Founder & President, The History MakersJim
generously shares his life lessons honed as not only a trailblazing corporate pioneer and leader
but as an African-American on the bleeding edge of change. His nearly 50-year track record is a
blueprint for those looking to become change agents that transform business as usual.—Jerri
DeVard, EVP, Chief Customer Officer at Office Depot“Change Agent — A Life Dedicated to
Creating Wealth for Minorities is indeed the 21st Century’s North Star for Black America. His
chronicle of his personal and professional life experiences allows his words to clearly amplify
what needs to be done to ensure Black economic success in the fourth industrial revolution of
the Gig Economy. Truly, a Must Read!”—Ronald C. Parker, Former President/CEO, The
Executive Leadership Council & SVP, Human Resources, PepsiCo“Too often in our lives, we
become burdened by limitations imposed by ourselves. This book shows you how to take control
of your own financial destiny and prosper with confidence. Jim Lowry has been a champion for
wealth creation within the minority community for years. I am so happy that he is sharing his
passion for all of us to benefit from.”—Michael Hyter, Managing Partner, Korn Ferry
InternationalChange Agent – A Life Dedicated to Creating Wealth for Minorities is destined to
become an iconic business book because Jim Lowry is a business icon. The book



acknowledges the laudable progress we have made in the minority business community and is
also a call to action for the important work that remains to be done. Thank you, Jim, for sparking
much-needed dialogue and much-needed action at a much-needed time!”—Dr. Randal Pinkett,
Chairman and CEO of BCT Partners, Winner of The Apprentice“I was blown away by the
extraordinary story of how a young man from Chicago with a passion for economic development
became a civic leader, an entrepreneur, a trusted advisor to corporate titans and political
leaders and a business legend who mentored hundreds of business leaders and helped to
design, and develop programs that drove well over $5 Billion of revenue to black and minority
business enterprises.”—Shawn D Rochester, author of The Black Tax: The Cost of Being Black
in AmericaCEO of Good Steward LLC, Founder of PHD Enterprises & The IDEA Institute“Jim
Lowry is a pioneer and visionary. In this timely book he chronicles how the gains made in the
Civil Rights Movement need equivalent progress in economic inclusion so that America can
achieve its full potential as a nation.”—Leonard Greenhalgh, PhD, Professor Emeritus, Tuck
Diversity Programs Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth“With his lifelong efforts to promote
and increase investment in minority communities, Jim Lowry has been a pioneer and trailblazer
for African Americans. Thanks to Jim, today many corporations across a wide range of industries
are more accountable and engaged in efforts to promote diversity and inclusion.”—John W.
Rogers, Jr., Chairman, Co-CEO & Chief Investment Officer Ariel Investments“I was so pleased
to learn more about the man I have known and admired for my entire life. As a Chicagoan, his
insights and reflections on our city resonate for all of us, shed light on our city and its history and
provide lessons on where we are today.”—Gigi Pritzker, CEO Madison Wells Media
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Nettie Camille, Camille Aisha, and Camille Lowry.I’d like to dedicate this book to the three
Camilles inmy life. My mother, Camille Lowry, who inspired me tobe the man I am today. My
former wife Nettie CamilleAnthony who supported me in my early career and inraising our
beautiful daughter. And finally, my daughter,Camille Aisha Lowry, who since the day she was
born hasbrought me joy and the motivation to be a change agent.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTSI offer special acknowledgment to my James H. Lowry & Associates
team—my assistant, Julia Rastelli, for the many drafts she typed; my former associate, Jerome
Simmons, for his hours of research in the initial drafts; and my lawyer, Michele Lomax, who
turned out to be an exceptional editor, encouraging me to dig deep and speak my truth, while
she endeavored to make the green pea greener. Without their help, dedication, and friendship,
the words on these pages would still just be memories.I also want to thank those individuals
who, over the years, assisted my core team in reviewing multiple drafts of this book, providing
insights, feedback, and encouragement: Jacque Edmonds Cofer, Michele Rogers, Anthony
Licata, Larry Kirshbaum, Marilyn Booker, Maurice Cox, Al Smith, Toni Fay, Faith Childs, William
A. Lowry, Larry Shulman, Tom Woodard, William Matassoni, and my special friend and ex-wife
Sharon Collins.Throughout the book, I acknowledge the many individuals who played significant
roles in my life and on whose shoulders I was lifted. I wish to further acknowledge my family; my
BCG partners and Black/LatinX cadre; all the former members of James H. Lowry & Associates;



my Francis W. Parker and Grinnell College classmates; the clients I served over forty-five years;
my fellow board members at Grinnell College, Kellogg School of Management, Toyota Diversity
Advisory Board, and Howard School of Business; the alumni of the Kellogg National Minority
Supplier Development Council Advanced Management Education Program; my many fellow
members of the Executive Leadership Council and its former presidents Carl Brooks and Ron
Parker, along with my good friends Camilla McGhee and Jennifer Vasquez; Linda Johnson Rice,
John Rogers, Mellody Hobson, and all my friends at Ariel Capital; the Richard Holland family;
Harriet Michel; William Pickard; Tony Miller; Joan Robinson-Berry; Susana Robledo; Beatrice
Louissaint; Senator Carol Moseley Braun; Virginia Clarke; Tahnee Lacey; Randal Pinkett;
Dorothy Davis; Jim Simmons; John Rice; Cindy, Gigi, and Margo and Tom Pritzker; John Legend
and his family, Chrissy, Luna, and Miles, and his brother Bumper Stephens and cousin Dawn
Bell, and their extended family Hassan and Kiki Smith, and David Levin; the many Peace Corps
volunteers who crossed my path; Joe, Dan, Ricky, and Eddy Arriola; and the Hashemipour
family.Lastly, I offer a special remembrance with gratitude to those corporate business leaders
we recently lost. Barry Rand, Price Cobb, and Bernard Tyson helped diversify corporate
America, were strong advocates of social change, and were my personal friends. These titans of
business broke barriers and were change agents in their own right. They hold a special place in
my heart for the efforts they made in leveling the playing field for blacks in corporate America
and beyond. Their legacies live on in the hearts of the many they touched and who, as a result of
their tireless efforts, were able to gain entry into C-suites in Fortune 500 companies.

PREFACE“Jim, what is happening in Chicago? Why are so many young blacks killing other
young blacks?” These were not new questions. But when posed to me last year by a dear friend I
was visiting in Washington, DC, I recalled an article I read by Phillip Jackson, founder of the
Black Star Project. In the article, Phil highlighted the following:• 89% of 16 to 19-year-old young
black men in Chicago are not working;• 43% of 20 to 24-year-old young black men in Chicago
are not working;• Only 7% of 8th grade black boys in Chicago read at a proficient level;• black
people have a harder time finding jobs in Illinois than in any other state in the country;• Chicago
had 762 murders and 4,331 shootings in 2016, mostly young black men killing other young black
men, mainly because of the economics and violence associated with the drug trade.He ends by
saying: “Few people or organizations or foundations or government agencies are working on
solutions to these issues.”Facing these negative statistics, statistics that only appear to be
getting worse in Chicago, citizens are demanding the mayor, the police superintendent, and
Chicago civic leadership take immediate action to address these serious problems that are
threatening lives and the economic stability of Chicago. While immediate action should be taken,
I feel it’s unfair to put the entire blame on the mayor and others who were holding leadership
positions in 2017. Looking at the awful situation in Chicago today forces me to reflect on a 1968
Life magazine issue devoted entirely to poverty in America. The magazine cover read: The
Negro and The Cities: The Cry That Will Be Heard.1The issue presented a detailed description



of the causes, symptoms, and key factors of deep poverty in the inner cities in the United States.
At the end of the issue, there was an article about the Bedford-Stuyvesant Restoration
Corporation and Bed-Stuy D&S Board created by Senator Robert Kennedy. In the issue, Senator
Kennedy was praised for putting two bills before the Senate that would “offer private industry tax
credits, incentives and accelerated depreciation to get them into the ghettos. I think we can at
least do as much for the ghettos as for the oil industry.” The article ended with a statement from
a young community organizer:“The task is so great that no single program, no single project can
touch the lives of more than a fragment of Bedford-Stuyvesant. But if the work does not go on, if
the money stops pouring in, then there is no question that the ghetto will explode.”That
community organizer was me.Close to fifty years later, I strongly feel that statement is just as
valid today in Chicago as it was in Brooklyn in 1968. The inner cities are not on fire with flames,
but drugs and gun violence are destroying them just as effectively. I still believe in a
comprehensive economic plan to attack poverty in areas such as Bedford-Stuyvesant, but the
plan must be developed by people truly committed to change who possess the skills necessary
to implement such change, not just by folks wanting photo opportunities. What we need are
seasoned problem solvers willing to spend months, if not years, analyzing the major elements of
the problems. Too often, when we get people who truly want to solve the problems of the poor,
they don’t understand or appreciate the US economic system or how to produce and transfer
wealth. Often, attempts to address these highly complex problems grounded in historic realities
have failed.Looking back over the years, I clearly see there has been:• no comprehensive, well-
thought-out and implemented US strategy to prevent drug trafficking in our communities;• no
comprehensive US economic and business strategy to create growth-oriented companies in the
inner city;• no comprehensive US training programs to prepare our youths for jobs in a rapidly
changing global industry; and,• no comprehensive US plan to better educate our children in the
public school system to ensure they get jobs in growth industries.What I have observed over the
past fifty years are institutions, government agencies, and individuals working in their own silos.
As a result, there have been many, many projects and hurriedly developed, reactive plans
operating with limited vision. As a result, the impact on the problems have been minimal.The
other thing I have observed over the past fifty years is that too often these major initiatives,
programs, and projects were designed and developed by academics. Many of these highly
educated and well-intentioned authors carried a strong desire to effect change, but they were
unable or unwilling to accept the historic complexity of poverty. Even our noted great civil rights
leaders, such as Martin Luther King Jr., Whitney Young, and Reverend Ben Hooks, were
emotional activists and tactical geniuses, but they were not analytical and did not have a deep
understanding of business, economic, or management strategies. One of the highest
compliments I ever received was from Reverend Jesse Jackson, when he said, “Jim, if we had
you with us in the civil rights movement with your managerial and business knowledge, our
movement would have been so much stronger.” I thanked him for the compliment, but I wonder if
young Jesse would have welcomed me as an equal partner at the table.Black people will always



need bold, charismatic, inspirational leaders like the Rev. Jacksons of the world, but as an ethnic
group, we must expand the number of seats at the table to include geniuses from all walks of life
who are not driven by the desire to have their photos taken for Jet, Ebony, Black Enterprise,
Savoy, Time, the Washington Post, New York Times, or the Chicago Defender, or be seen on the
six o’clock news.In spring of this year, I went to an outstanding gala sponsored by the nonprofit
group The History Makers, an institution created by visionary Julieanna Richardson. Over the
past eighteen years, the organization has captured and told the stories and historic contributions
of African American leaders from all walks of life. I came away from that dinner thinking about the
wealth of knowledge, history, and potential power that Julieanna Richardson and her team had
accumulated. The sad truth is that the average person probably does not even know the
institution exists. Upon returning to my office after the event, I said it was time we should accept
the advice of our beloved actor and civil rights leader Ossie Davis that he gave after the
assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. He said, “If we want to move forward, we must accept it is
the plan, not the man.” For me, that plan must be comprehensive and in partnership with other
ethnic and religious groups appealing to all generations and with a strong economic focus. I do
not know who the driver of the plan would be today, but for the good of America, we must start
the discussions. This book is my attempt to do just that.

INTRODUCTIONBECOMING ACHANGE AGENTI have been incredibly blessed. In many ways,
I am a product of the times. As a beneficiary of the civil rights movement, I will always be grateful
to the young blacks and whites who gave their lives to challenge past social injustices and
racism in the South—injustice and inequality for blacks and other minorities that lasted more
than four hundred years. Because of those brave and selfless efforts, affirmative action laws and
policies were enacted, opening the door to institutions and companies that only a few years
earlier denied entry to people of color.Throughout my life, my parents, teachers, and later even
my professors would remind me of my unique status as an affirmative action baby. I was also
made keenly aware that many of my educational and career opportunities might not have been
possible had historical standards and metrics been used to evaluate me. As a result, at each
critical juncture in my career, I was motivated to excel. I made it my personal goal to prove that
such standards of entry were unfair in evaluating my talents, my unique contributions, and the
size of my heart. I never wanted to be a token black. My success was made possible because
those high-level doors had been opened for me by others who came before me. I hope that in
sharing my story, it will serve as a reminder of our history and how important it is to continue to
open doors for those who follow.This book reflects the journey of an old warrior who early in his
life had simple professional and personal goals. My goals were to have a family, be a good father
and husband, excel in my field of choice, become financially secure, and be a community leader.
Whether it was six years in the Peace Corps, a liberal education, societal changes of the times,
or the many injustices I witnessed, or perhaps a combination of all these factors, I decided to
become a change agent instead—a change agent motivated to help not only my family but the



millions of people of need in the United States and emerging countries. It became clear to me
that people both in America and developing nations desperately wanted to escape poverty. They
did not want to be uneducated, unhealthy, or jobless. I concluded early in my career that these
people had the same hopes and goals for their families as I did, but they lacked the wealth or
connections to lift themselves out of their predicament. They had to face life with the cards they
were dealt. A select few of those disadvantaged individuals were able to rise from the depth of
poverty, but in most cases, the odds were stacked against them.My career taught me that
although a good education and key relationships were critical to achieving success, without
wealth, the road traveled was more challenging. I learned then, and believe even more strongly
today, that if more minority communities had accepted the need to create wealth, many of the
problems confronting blacks would not exist.Despite the progress we have made over the past
fifty years, economic growth has still not been achieved for so many people on the lower end of
the societal ladder. This failure of progress is particularly true for African Americans. When
Martin Luther King Jr., Senator Robert Kennedy, and other leaders gave their lives for social and
economic advancement, their goal was not to create wealth for those only at the top. Their goal
was to create jobs for the jobless, to uplift poor communities in the North and South, and to
rectify past injustices for all citizens, securing a stronger and more competitive America.I have
dedicated my life to the field of minority business enterprise development to address the wealth
gap and change the mind-set of blacks to one of wealth creation as a means to level out the
playing field and create capital for those less fortunate. In this book, I share how I achieved
financial wealth and advanced throughout my career. I attempt to address the issue of economic
disparity and the social, political, and economic reasons that caused it. I also outline a strategy
for change. I write this book as a person of color who is a firm believer in the US free enterprise
system, with all its strengths and weaknesses. I also write this book as a proud black American
man who worked and aspired to assist less fortunate people in my community as well as in the
villages and towns of South America, Africa, and the Caribbean that I spent time in and still hold
dear in my heart. It was those global experiences that opened my eyes to cultural differences.
They also made me realize that the same factors that prevented economic growth for the lower
classes in Peru, Tanzania, and Brazil are the same factors that slowed progress in Inglewood,
California, the West Side of Chicago, and the Bronx, New York.In hindsight, I am forced to
accept we are products of the families who raised us, the education we received, the training
provided, and the times in which we lived. Concerning the latter, the civil rights struggle, federal
policies, and the opportunities offered to me altered my formative years. Thus, at the beginning
of each chapter, I briefly outline the historical events that were occurring, the principal
government laws and policies that were impacting our communities, and, as a result, what
opportunities were presented to me—a black man from the South Side of Chicago—during that
period.Throughout the book, I share how each experience equipped me to be and do better in
the next phase of my life. I share the key players of different ethnic, religious, and other groups
who supported, motivated, or mentored me, because any success I have achieved over the last



fifty-plus years, I achieved on the shoulders of others.I dedicate this book to the younger
generations of all colors, races, and genders. It is my belief that today’s youth controls the
destiny of the United States and the world. When I saw thousands of young people of all colors,
religions, and sexual orientations at the Parkland rally in Washington, DC, I gained a renewed
faith in the goodwill of people and emerging leadership of youth in America. I share my wisdom
to embolden the millions of millennials and younger to become the next wave of change agents.
I want to arm them with my lessons learned and empower them to navigate the tricky and often
depressing complexities of the world in which they live. It is my hope that by sharing my historical
account and those of other trailblazers from the past, I will motivate this younger generation to
be agents of change for the future. As a nation, we can no longer be mere observers of
challenges. We must be active participants in the struggle. I end the book with two open letters,
one to black leaders and the other to young future leaders. I firmly believe we must have a new
plan of action to strengthen the many black communities in need of capital investment—new
strategies and possibly an entirely new direction.Each year, people ask me if I will finally retire. In
the final chapter, I outline the reasons I cannot withdraw from the fight. There is still too much to
do, too many lessons to share, and too many people who need help. So as long as my services
are needed and people, especially young people, continue to ask for my advice, I will continue to
work. I feel it is my duty and an honor. In my limited way, I will continue to be a change agent and
join others to make this great nation more inclusive and prosperous for all its citizens.

Historical Background 1939–1952In 1919, there had been a major race riot in Chicago. Fifteen
whites and twenty-three blacks were killed, leaving five hundred injured (60 percent of them
black). From this point on, the tension was high and growing as millions of blacks were pouring
into the city to escape the South and take advantage of the higher-paying jobs in auto plants and
steel mills. These jobs were published in black newspapers such as the Chicago Defender and
Pittsburgh Courier, the same newspapers that reported the stories of our heroes in politics,
athletics, and our communities, while also publishing the news of weekly lynchings in the South.
Willard Francis Motley, whose well-known pen name was Bud Billiken, kept all Chicago
Defender readers abreast of the times. It was a very segregated time in Chicago.The Democratic
Party led the United States under the leadership of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt (and
many would say by his wife, Eleanor). Eleanor Roosevelt was a progressive thinker and
champion of black, labor, and women’s rights. The Democrats controlled Congress, relying on a
coalition of blacks, women, and Southern Dixiecrats.2• 1941: On June 25, 1941, President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt issued Executive Order 8802,3 desegregating war production plants
and creating the Fair Employment Practice Committee (FEPC), which banned discriminatory
employment practices by federal agencies and all unions and companies engaged in war-
related work—including the defense industry.• 1944: President Truman is elected president.•
1946: On April 18, 1946, Jackie Robinson integrated baseball when he joined the Montreal
Royals, the Dodgers’ best farm team. After huge success that year, he joined the Dodgers the



following spring. He often faced death threats, teammate boycotts, and constant racial epithets
from white fans.• 1948: President Truman signed Executive Order 99814 desegregating the
United States Armed Forces.• 1948: On January 30, 1948, Mahatma Gandhi was assassinated,
leaving the world shocked and saddened by the news that India’s great beacon of peace was
gone. Gandhi’s teachings and strong beliefs were a significant influence on future leaders, such
as Martin Luther King Jr. in the United States and Nelson Mandela in South Africa.• 1948: In the
case of Shelley v. Kraemer,5 the US Supreme Court ruled that a court “may not constitutionally
enforce a restrictive covenant which prevents people of a certain race from owning or occupying
property.”• 1950: In the case of McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents,6 the US Supreme Court
ruled to prohibit racial discrimination in places of public institution of high learning such as
colleges or universities.
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Married, “Transformational.. Jim does a phenomenal job at highlighting historical moments and
precedents over the last 80 years and summarizes the impact on his life, the lives of African
Americans, and business. If you want to learn about the African American struggle in America,
what it looks like firsthand, and survey the life of a well accomplished African American as he
walked through it all, buy this book.Throughout the book, Jim also offers nuggets of wisdom and
thoughts for the reader. The ones that touched me are: 1) Black issues are American issues; if
we address them, America as a whole prospers and benefits. 2) Supporting your own ethnic
group is totally normal – we all do it, and as African Americans, we need to join the party. 3)
Delay instant gratification and celebrate milestones along your personal journey. 4) Accept that,
at times, people will be opposed to you - fight them fairly with collaboration, well-thought-out
plans, and positive acts.The central message in this book, if adopted, has the power to
transform African American status in America. I encourage Jim to take his message on the road
and continue to rally those with power to take action. Speaking as a 28-year-old, we need this
leadership, perspective, and courage to bring us together.”

Mtull, “Amazing Read!!!. "Most people form the majority of their beliefs at a very early age in life
and live off those meager intellectual earnings for the rest of their lives. Rarely to people grow,
evolve and expand in their beliefs to become better human beings."Fran Mankiewicz describing
Sen. Robert KennedyJim Lowry's book is a GEM, from Woodlawn, to Frances W. Parker, to
Grinnell College, to the Peace Corps, to McKinsey Corporation, to Mayor Harold Washington's
Administration as well as the Boston Consulting Group, Lowry has lived an amazing life that has
made this country more "liveable" for us all. We are all fortunate that the world now has this
memoir.Mossi T.(Kellogg NMSDC Adv. Mgmt Ed. Prog. Alum '2016)”

O Beatty, “A Timely Commentary. James Lowry's personal career story is impressive and
inspirational. But, it is his boulders of wisdom that shatter the glass. The book will have you
reexamining your thinking and mindset individually and best path for the growth of the black
community.”

Nap Dog Media, “Excellent book by an excellent man.. I've seen Jim Lowry speak at a few
business conferences and he's an outstanding speaker. I picked up a copy of his book and it's a
fun read into the life of an amazing businessman. He's lead a remarkable life from working for
RFK and also in the Peace Corps all the way to the heights of Wall Street. It's a true American
success story. I highly recommend this book and I definitely recommend seeing him speak in
person too.”

Mignon, “Excellent!. If there is one riveting book that will keep you flipping through the pages in
astonishment, this is it. This life story of Mr. James Lowry’s harrowing history an African



American man from Chicago working in cognizance as change agent through his life journey,
leaves one in a place of utter astonishment, mouth and eyes wide open, particularly when
considering the concerning parallels of today’s socio-economic political landscape. Highly
recommend!”

TheBirds, “A Great Book!. Such a great book that I purchased an additional 25 copies for friends
and family and team to read.”

BeMore Group, “Must Read!!! Untold Black History. This book is a must read for aspiring
entrepreneurs, business leaders, historians and individuals who would love to learn social
impact through economics.Americans History by a Black Man. See how everyone was all
connected.”

CJM Inc., “Par Excellence. Adding to my management and leadership tool kit. This book is a
must read!”

The book by James H. Lowry has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 56 people have provided feedback.
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